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- The official journal of the Italian Society of Photogrammetry and Topography (SIFET)
- Covers all aspects and information on scientific and technical advances in the geomatic sciences
- Publishes innovative contributions in geomatics applications
- Covers many research fields, from remote sensing to spatial data analysis

The official journal of the Italian Society of Photogrammetry and Topography (SIFET), Applied Geomatics (AG) covers all aspects and information on scientific and technical advances in the geomatic sciences. The journal publishes innovative contributions in geomatics applications ranging from the integration of instruments, methodologies and technologies and their use in the environmental sciences, engineering and other natural sciences.

AG covers many research fields, including: remote sensing, close range and videometric photogrammetry, image analysis, digital mapping, land and geographic information systems, geographic information science, integrated geodesy, spatial data analysis, heritage recording; network adjustment and numerical processes. It also features articles from all areas of deformation measurements and analysis, structural engineering, mechanical engineering and all trends in earth and planetary survey science and space technology. In addition, the journal contains notices of conferences and international workshops, industry news, and information on new products.
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